
Cultivating Trust

“About a decade ago, in an effort to understand how company culture affects performance, I began 
measuring the brain activity of people while they worked. The neuroscience experiments I have run 
reveal eight ways that leaders can effectively create and manage a culture of trust. I’ll describe those 
strategies and explain how some organizations are using them to good effect. ” 
PROMPT: Why is it important to build a culture of trust? How can you use Zak’s framework to build trust in 
your personal and professional relationships?

“The Trust Project at Northwestern University aims to create a unique body of knowledge about Trust 
by connecting scholars and executives from diverse backgrounds to share ideas and research. Featuring 
academics from across Northwestern University and executives from across industries, the videos 
represent different perspectives on Trust and connect research findings to real-world scenarios.” Read 
the linked article about trust in the medical field. For more perspectives on trust, look here. 
PROMPT: Why is important to build trust in the patient-physician relationship? How do the principles and 
tactics outlined in this article relate to your own professional projects and relationships?

“Joe Gebbia, the co-founder of Airbnb, bet his whole company on the belief that people can trust 
each other enough to stay in one another's homes. How did he overcome the stranger-danger 
bias? Through good design. Now, 123 million hosted nights (and counting) later, Gebbia sets out 
his dream for a culture of sharing in which design helps foster community and connection instead 
of isolation and separation.” 
PROMPT: In a world driven by technology and interconnectivity, why is your ability to build professional and 
organizational trust important? How can you design for trust in your own work?

“In retrospect, it seems inevitable that once we decided to become friends with everyone, we 
would forget how to be friends with anyone. We may pride ourselves today on our aptitude for 
friendship—friends, after all, are the only people we have left—but it's not clear that we still even 
know what it means. How did we come to this pass?” 
PROMPT: How have the ideals of friendship changed over time? What is your definition of a healthy 
friendship + partnership? How should this translate to the workplace?
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